The Intrinsic Shape of Human and Macaque Primary Visual Cortex

Previous studies have reported considerable variability in primary visual cortex (V1) shape in both humans and macaques. Here, we demonstrate that much of this variability is due to the pattern of cortical folds particular to an individual and that V1 shape is similar among individual humans and macaques as well as between these 2 species. Human V1 was imaged ex vivo using high-resolution (200 μm) magnetic resonance imaging at 7 T. Macaque V1 was identified in published histological serial section data. Manual tracings of the stria of Gennari were used to construct a V1 surface, which was computationally flattened with minimal metric distortion of the cortical surface. Accurate flattening allowed investigation of intrinsic geometric features of cortex, which are largely independent of the highly variable cortical folds. The intrinsic shape of V1 was found to be similar across human subjects using both nonparametric boundary matching and a simple elliptical shape model fit to the data and is very close to that of the macaque monkey. This result agrees with predictions derived from current models of V1 topography. In addition, V1 shape similarity suggests that similar developmental mechanisms are responsible for establishing V1 shape in these 2 species.
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The human primary visual cortex (V1) is a readily identifiable architectonic area that contains a topographic map of the contralateral visual hemifield (Inouye 1909; Holmes 1917; Talbot and Marshall 1941; Daniel and Whitteridge 1961; Schwartz 1977, 1994; Tootell et al. 1988). The stria of Gennari—a thin band of heavily myelinated tissue in cortical layer IVCα (Boyd and Matsubara 2005)—provides an anatomical landmark delineating V1.

The boundary of the stria coincides with the topographic representation in V1 of the visual hemifield boundary, providing complimentary structural and functional definitions of V1 (Hensch 1890; Bolton 1900; Poljak 1933; Clark 1941). Due to its visuotopic structure, the geometric shape of V1 provides information regarding the amount of cortex devoted to processing information from different locations in the visual field. Therefore, the intersubject variability in the shape of V1 is related to the degree of population variability in the visual representation it contains.

The term intrinsic geometry refers to geometric properties of a surface that are independent of the embedding of the surface in 3 dimensions, such as Gaussian curvature and geodesic distances. The term extrinsic geometry refers to properties that are determined by the embedding, such as sulcal depth and mean curvature (Do Carmo 1976; Griffin 1994). Here, we demonstrate that it is critical to consider the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of cortex separately when assessing variability of cortical structures, such as V1.

The lack of careful distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic geometry has led to contradictory views of the geometric variability of V1 across subjects. On one hand, when V1 is viewed in its natural 3-dimensional embedding (i.e., extrinsically), it exhibits a large amount of variability in location, surface area, and detailed sulcal shape (Brodmann 1918; Putnam 1926; Popoff 1927; von Economo and Koskinas 1925; Filimonov 1929; Poljak 1957; Stensaas et al. 1974; Roland et al. 1997; Amunts et al. 2000; Adams et al. 2007). However, several investigators have noted that when V1 is viewed in a flattened form (i.e., intrinsically), there is considerable intersubject similarity in the shape of the outline of V1 (Van Essen et al. 1984; Horton and Hocking 1996; Duffy et al. 1998; Bush and Allman 2004; Adams et al. 2007). These divergent views are reconciled here by considering variability in the extrinsic and intrinsic geometric properties of the cortical surface separately.

Previously, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the stria has been used to identify V1 (Clark et al. 1992; Barbier et al. 2002; Fatterpekar et al. 2002; Walters et al. 2003; Bridge et al. 2005), but the full cortical area has not been observed. Here, ex vivo samples of human visual cortex were imaged using high-field (7 T) structural MRI with custom-designed, multichannel radio frequency (RF) coil arrays, long scan times, and a pulse sequence optimized for myelin contrast. This enabled imaging with an isotropic voxel size of about 200 μm over the full extent of human V1 while maintaining a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) sufficient for reliable identification of the stria of Gennari. Manual tracings of the stria in the MRI volumes were used to construct mesh representations of the full V1 surface.

In order to characterize the shape of macaque V1, tracings of publicly available histological serial section data were used to construct surface meshes of macaque V1. These surfaces, along with existing surface data (Van Essen et al. 2001), were...
computationally flattened using the same methods used to produce the human V1 flattenings. In addition, hand-flattened V1 surfaces (Horton and Hocking 1996) were compared with the computationally flattened macaque surfaces. The shape of macaque V1 was virtually identical for the computationally and hand-flattened data sets.

In this study, the simplest parameterization of the shape of flattened V1 was found to be an ellipse and the aspect ratio of the best-fitting ellipse was found to exhibit low variability across subjects. As an independent measure of shape similarity, a rigid-body alignment of the boundary of size-normalized V1 was performed, which demonstrated high overlap and low spread across subjects. Although the aspect ratio of the ellipses describing macaque and human V1 were found to be statistically significantly different, qualitatively the shape between these 2 species was found to be quite similar.

The nearly invariant shape of V1 observed here suggests that the developmental mechanisms determining V1 shape are guided by a process that is remarkably similar across individual humans as well as between human and macaque. Furthermore, the developmental mechanisms giving rise to the shape of V1 respect the intrinsic geometry of the cortical surface and do not appear to be influenced by its extrinsic geometry. This idea follows from the observation that the extrinsic structure of V1 is very different across macaque and human, whereas the intrinsic structure of V1 is stereotyped across individuals and between these 2 species.

Despite previous reports of substantial intersubject variability in the geometry of V1, we have shown that the shape of V1 exhibits low variability within both human and macaque subjects and is similar in shape between these 2 species. Demonstrating low variability in the intrinsic shape of V1 depends on discounting effects of the extrinsic geometric features of cortex, which are more highly variable across subjects. Because the orderly topographic map that V1 contains shares a consistent relationship with anatomical V1, demonstrating a consistent V1 shape constrains the variability in the map itself.

Preliminary versions of this work have appeared in abstract form (Hinds et al. 2005a, 2005b).

Materials and Methods

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Ten whole, formalin-fixed ex vivo human cerebral hemispheres were collected under an Institutional Review Board-approved protocol through the autopsy service of the Massachusetts General Hospital and with the cooperation of the Massachusetts Alzheimer Disease Research Center, the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, and the Center for Neuroimaging of Aging and Neurodegenerative Disease. Seven of these hemispheres were from individuals with no history of neurological disease, whereas 2 were from individuals previously diagnosed with Huntington’s disease (HD), and 1 was from an individual with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). These latter 2 specimens were included in the present study because statistical analysis, described below, showed they had no detectable effect on the quantitative conclusions, in comparison to the population with no prior neurological diagnosis.

The occipital lobe of each hemisphere was imaged using a head-only 7 T magnetic resonance (MR) system based on either a Siemens Sonata or Avanto platform (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The imaging volume covered approximately the posterior third of the hemisphere, containing all of V1, as well as surrounding tissue in the occipital lobe.

Pulse sequence parameters for gray and white matter contrast were determined by synthesizing $T_1$-weighted, $T_2^*$-weighted, and proton density-weighted images from a volume acquired using a 5-dimensional, multilip angle, multiecho fast, low-angle shot (FLASH) pulse sequence (Fischl et al. 2004) and then analyzing the contrast-to-noise ratio between gray and white matter per unit time. Based on this analysis, low-bandwidth FLASH pulse sequence parameters were optimized for imaging the stria of Gennari in these ex vivo hemispheres.

Fixation of the hemispheres induced shortening of the $T_1$ relaxation time for both gray and white matter and disproportionately compressed the difference in relaxation time between the tissue types (Tovi and Ericsson 1992; Pfefferbaum et al. 2004; Augustinack et al. 2005). Thus, the resulting MR images were predominantly $T_2^*$-weighted.

The voxel size was either 180 or 200 μm, isotropic. All acquisitions were collected with an echo time of 20 ms, a flip angle of 30°, and a bandwidth of 30 Hz per pixel. The low pixel bandwidth of this pulse sequence boosts the SNR within the small voxels but increases imaging distortions. Geometric MRI distortions due to tissue susceptibility inhomogeneity and magnetic gradient nonlinearity were examined and found to be small compared with the thickness of gray matter, as discussed in the Supplementary Material.

Depending on the properties of the particular RF coil and the size of the field of view, the length and number of acquisitions varied from 3 acquisitions at 4 h each to 12 acquisitions at 1 h 15 min each. The number of acquisitions required was determined by inspecting the resulting averaged volume for reliable visibility of the stria of Gennari. All RF coils used during imaging were custom designed and built. A 4-channel surface coil and 3 different-volume coils (Wald et al. 2005) were used to image hemispheres for the stria. The specific MRI parameters used for each hemisphere are shown in Table 1.

Ex vivo hemispheres were chosen over live subjects for imaging of the stria of Gennari for several reasons. The absence of the skull allows the small RF surface coils to be placed closer to the tissue of interest, thus boosting the SNR. In addition, specific absorption rate restrictions limit the type and length of MRI acquisitions acceptable for use on live human subjects. Also, the long imaging times required for reliable

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Acquisitions</th>
<th>Total time (h)</th>
<th>Voxel size (mm)</th>
<th>Field of view (mm)</th>
<th>Repetition time (ms)</th>
<th>Neurological disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20</td>
<td>100.00 × 75.00</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20</td>
<td>100.00 × 75.00</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18</td>
<td>115.00 × 115.00</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18</td>
<td>115.00 × 115.00</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18</td>
<td>69.43 × 81.00</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18</td>
<td>57.50 × 138.00</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20</td>
<td>102.00 × 102.00</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20</td>
<td>102.00 × 102.00</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20</td>
<td>76.80 × 128.00</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18</td>
<td>69.43 × 81.00</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All hemispheres are from different individuals except for LH2 and RH2 and LH4 and RH4. NA, not available.
Identifying the Stria of Gennari in Human

Figure 1 shows typical MRI data collected for this study, with the stria of Gennari clearly visible as a dark stripe through the lighter gray matter in V1. This stripe ends abruptly at the V1 boundary, providing a highly reliable myeloarchitectonic landmark delimiting V1 (Henschen 1890; Bolton 1900; Poljak 1933; Clark 1941). Barbier et al. (2002) and Fatterpek et al. (2002) have demonstrated that the MRI pulse sequences similar to those used in the present experiment reliably indicate the stria of Gennari in human V1 via comparison with histology. Only data in which the complete stria was visible throughout the full volume were used. In these data, the profile of the stria was manually traced in the coronal plane of each hemisphere using custom software (Hinds et al. 2006) that aided the tracing of features in slice data.

Figure 1C shows the tracing of the stria identified in the slice shown in Figure 1B. The result of the tracing process is a set of slice contours, each of which represents a single connected component of the intersection of the stria in three dimensions with the 2-dimensional slice plane. The extensive folding of the human occipital lobe is such that complicated branching of slice contours can occur between slices, and each contour can be either an open curve or a closed polygon—key challenges for existing surface reconstruction methods.

Surface Reconstruction and Flattening

Consistently reliable automatic segmentation of the stria was not feasible for this imaging data, and manual voxel labeling was not practical for the large amount of data used here. Therefore, contour tracing was used to represent the stria in the slice of the MRI volume for each hemisphere. A newly developed surface reconstruction algorithm that allows reconstruction of partial- or whole-brain surfaces from a slice contour representation was used to recover a surface mesh representation of V1. This algorithm accepts a set of slice contours as input and tiles 1 pair of adjacent slices at a time, concatenating the surfaces between each slice pair to obtain the entire surface. The details of the reconstruction algorithm have been presented in abstract form (Hinds et al. 2006). Both the graphical user interface used to trace the stria and the software used to reconstruct the V1 surfaces are available as part of a Surface Construction application downloadable from http://eslab.bu.edu/software.

Every fourth slice was used to reconstruct the surface of the stria, providing an interslice interval of about 0.8 mm. Care is necessary when choosing the interslice interval because extremely large values undersample the surface, whereas extremely small values can introduce numerous small geometric errors in the surface representation. Therefore, undersampling or oversampling can lead to substantial error in surface area estimates, as discussed in the Supplementary Material. For example, Amunts et al. (2007) recently presented surface data of V1 reconstructed from tracings of histological sections using a method that is susceptible to such errors, as evidenced by V1 surface area estimates that are 100% larger than the well-established values.

Because the 3-dimensional cortical surface has nonzero Gaussian curvature, it is impossible to isometrically map the surface of V1 into the plane (Do Carmo 1976). In practice, it is possible to compute a near-isometry by preserving the surface-based shortest path distance for each vertex pair, resulting in a planar representation of the surface that matches the intrinsic geometry of the original surface as closely as possible (Balasubramanian et al. 2005). The V1 surfaces were near-isometrically flattened, and the error was computed as the difference between the shortest-path distances in the 3-dimensional surface and the corresponding Euclidean distances in the 2-dimensional surface. Using exact, global distances as opposed to approximate, short-range distances, which are commonly employed, provides more accurate flat representations of the cortex (Balasubramanian et al. 2006). The software package used for flattening will be made publicly available following publication of the details of the method.

Macaque V1

Macaque V1 shape was studied in 13 macaque hemispheres. Nissl-stained, prealigned serial section data for 3 hemispheres (2 left and 1 right) were obtained from publicly available brain databases (http://brainmuseum.org/Specimens/primates/rhesusmonkey and http://brainmaps.org/index.php?action=viewslides&datid=4). The left and right hemispheres from http://brainmuseum.org were aligned in both the in-plane and through-plane directions by Bush and Allman (2004). Each section from http://brainmaps.org was aligned to its neighbors based on fiduciary markers, which are available as part of the section images. The exact slice position was used as the through-plane coordinate for each section. Cortical layer IV was traced, and surfaces were constructed using identical methods to those used to obtain human V1 surfaces from MRI data. Two (1 right and 1 left) additional V1 surface meshes were acquired from the CARET database (Van Essen et al. 2001). These 5 surface meshes were computationally flattened in the same way as the human V1 surfaces. Also, 8 (4 left hemisphere and 4 right hemisphere) hand-flattened macaque V1 surfaces were digitized from data presented in Horton and Hocking (1996).

Figure 1. (A) An example coronal MR image from a single 99 min acquisition of hemisphere LH3. The isotropic voxel size for this image is 180 μm. (B) The same slice shown in (A) after 7 acquisitions were motion corrected and averaged to achieve high contrast-to-noise ratio. The total imaging time for this hemisphere was about 11.5 h. The stria (red arrows) is plainly visible. (C) A tracing of the stria of Gennari in the same image shown in (B). The 2 colors represent 2 connected components of intersection of the striate surface with the MR slice plane. The red contour is open, and the green contour is closed.
Boundary Shape of Flattened V1

After flattening V1, the best-fitting ellipse to the flattened boundary shape was computed by minimizing the residual root-mean-squared (RMS) error, ERMS, between the boundary vertex coordinates and the ellipse. ERMS is defined as

\[ ERMS = \sum_v \left(1 - \left(\frac{\nu_x}{\nu_1}\right)^2 - \left(\frac{\nu_y}{\nu_2}\right)^2\right), \]

where \(\nu_x\) and \(\nu_y\) are the 2 Cartesian coordinates of a V1 boundary vertex, and \(\nu_1\) and \(\nu_2\) are the lengths of the semimajor and semiminor ellipse axes, respectively. The aspect ratio \(\nu_1/\nu_2\) of the best-fitting ellipse was used as a measure of the intrinsic shape of V1 because it is independent of overall size. It is important to note that the ellipse only serves as a simple parametric description of the shape of the boundary of V1 and does not assume a particular form for the topographic map, which would also provide a model for the shape of the V1 boundary. To assess the similarity of the intrinsic shape of V1 across subjects, the sample mean and standard deviation (SD) of the aspect ratio of the best-fitting ellipse were computed.

As a further independent analysis of the intrinsic shape variability, rigid-body transformations were used to coregister the flattened V1 surfaces of each subject without assuming a parametric representation of the boundary shape. First, the global scale of each flattened V1 surface was discounted by normalizing the surface area. To compute the alignment of V1, the iterative closest point (ICP) shape alignment method (Besl and McKay 1992) was used to align the boundary vertices for each surface to those of a single subject, which provided a common planar reference space. The probability of observing V1 at each point in the reference space (i.e., a probability map) was then computed.

After alignment, the similarity of the V1 surfaces was examined to assess the quality of registration. Two measures of similarity were used: average percent overlap (e.g., Nieto-Castanon et al. 2003) and percent blurring (e.g., Fischl et al. 1999). The average percent overlap \(PB(R)\) is defined as

\[ PB(R) = 100 \frac{\sum_{ijkl} \cap a_{ijkl}}{M_R}, \]

for \(R \in (2, \ldots, N)\) V1 surfaces in each combination, where \(M_R = \binom{N}{R}\) is the number of combinations of the \(N\) V1 surfaces, \(a_{ijkl}\) is the average area of the \(R\) surfaces in combination \(j\), and \(\cap a_{ijkl}\) represents the area of the spatial intersection across the surfaces in combination \(j\), indexed by \(i \in (1, \ldots, R)\). Larger percent overlap indicates better V1 shape similarity.

The percent blurring statistic \(PB\) is defined as

\[ PB = 100 \frac{\sum_{ijkl} \cap a_{ijkl} - \bar{a}}{\bar{a}}, \]

where \(\bar{a}\) is the average area of the V1 surfaces and \(\cap a_{ijkl}\) is the area of the spatial union of the V1 surfaces. Smaller percent blurring indicates better V1 shape similarity. Intuitively, the average percent overlap is the ratio of the area common to all V1 surfaces to the mean area of the surfaces, whereas the percent blurring relates the area of the total spread of V1 to the mean area.

Results

Three-Dimensional V1 Surfaces

The surface reconstruction of V1 for each of the hemispheres is shown in Figure 2. The extrinsic geometric features of V1 (location, size, and folding pattern) in these hemispheres vary substantially. In this population, the surface area of V1 varies by a factor of more than 2, with a mean of 2960 ± 760 mm², as shown in Table 2. This variation is consistent with that found in other studies (Stensaas et al. 1974).

Shape of Flattened V1

The flattening error across all samples was consistently low with a mean of 5.8% and a SD of 0.7%. Here, flattening error is defined in terms of global distances as opposed to nearest neighbor distances, which underestimate the geometric errors associated with flattening (Balasubramanian et al. 2006). The shape of flattened V1 for each hemisphere is shown beside its 3-dimensional configuration in Figure 2. Despite the observed variability of the 3-dimensional surfaces, the flattened boundary shape is consistent, as indicated by the qualitative similarity of the best-fitting ellipse to the boundary of V1 for each sample. The qualitative variability of V1 with respect to the pattern of mean curvature of the cortex is evident from inspection of Figure 2. In addition, the location of the occipital pole varies considerably with respect to the location of V1, consistent with the observations of Horton and Hedley-Whyte (1984). Note that the average RMS error of the ellipse fit to the V1 boundary across all samples is only 1.65 mm or roughly 2% of the average length of the major axis of V1 (about 80 mm). This indicates that the ellipse is effective as a simple approximation to the boundary shape of V1.

Statistical Shape Analysis

The intrinsic shape of the boundary of V1 across all subjects exhibits low variance. Table 2 shows the shape parameters and their SD for each hemisphere. The mean aspect ratio is 1.85, which is consistent with previous qualitative reports of the aspect ratio of human V1 (Adams et al. 2007) and macaque V1 (Van Essen et al. 1984; LeVay et al. 1985; Duffy et al. 1998). Note that the magnitude of the semimajor and semiminor axes of the best-fitting ellipse varies across subjects, with a ratio of the SD to the mean (the coefficient of variation) of 15% and 12%, respectively. In contrast, the aspect ratio of the ellipse shows only a 6.5% coefficient of variation. The surface area of V1 exhibits a 26% coefficient of variation, but when surface area is normalized, the coefficient of variation drops to 3.8% for the major axis and 2.8% for the minor axis. Comparison of these statistics highlights the regularity of the intrinsic shape of V1 relative to its absolute size and extrinsic geometry. In addition, no significant difference between left and right V1 was found using a 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing the means of the aspect ratios (\(P = 0.23\)) or the surface areas (\(P = 0.83\)).

Spatial Distribution of Shape Similarity

The shape similarity of V1 was evaluated by testing the probability of overlap of flattened V1 across samples after alignment via rigid-body isometric transformations in the flat plane found by ICP. Figure 3A shows regions of constant probability of falling inside V1 for each location as the same color. The spatial profile of error in the probability map shows a tightly clustered distribution that is similar at all points around the boundary of V1. This would not be the case if the shape of V1 exhibited high variance.

Figure 3B shows the percent overlap of V1 averaged over all combinations of groups of between 1 and 10 hemispheres. The overlap of all 10 surfaces, \(PB(10)\) (defined in eq. 1), is 78.8%, indicating low variance in individual surface shape compared with the average shape. The percent blurring, \(PB\) (defined in eq. 2), over all subjects was 25.0% under shape-preserving registration, indicating that the spread of individual surface shape is low across the population.

In addition to examining the distribution of shape similarity, the spatial distribution of geometric distortion introduced by...
Figure 2. The surfaces reconstructed from MRI data of all samples. The surface of the stria of Gennari is shown in red. The sign of the mean curvature of the cortical surface is indicated by light and dark shading. V1 of the 5 right hemispheres are shown in the second column with posterior to the right and dorsal to the top. The 5 left hemispheres are shown in the third column with posterior to the left and dorsal to the top. Overall, the shape, location, and size of V1 shows substantial variation. The first and fourth columns show flattened 2-dimensional configurations of the V1 surfaces shown in the second and third columns, respectively. The boundary of flattened V1 exhibits a consistent shape, whereas the 3-dimensional shape exhibits more variability. The best-fitting ellipse to the boundary of V1 is superimposed in blue. The location of the occipital pole is indicated by a green star. The scale bar applies to the flattened surfaces only as the 3-dimensional surfaces have been enlarged to show detail but are to scale with one another.

Table 2
The relative RMS flattening error, surface statistics, RMS error in the ellipse fit, and shape parameters for each of the 10 hemispheres reconstructed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemisphere</th>
<th>Flattening error</th>
<th>Area (mm²)</th>
<th>Perimeter (mm)</th>
<th>( e_1 ) (mm)</th>
<th>( e_2 ) (mm)</th>
<th>Ellipse fit error (mm)</th>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LH1</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH1</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>3640</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH2</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>4230</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH2</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH3</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>2210</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH3</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH4</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH4</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH5</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>2770</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH5</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.7%</td>
<td>2960 ± 760</td>
<td>302 ± 31</td>
<td>39.4 ± 6.0</td>
<td>21.2 ± 2.5</td>
<td>1.65 ± 0.26</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
flattening was computed after alignment. Both the average distance distortion and the average area distortion were mapped in the aligned space and were found to be relatively low and uniform across V1. The average distance distortion in V1 was 5.8% with a 0.7% SD, and the average area distortion was 11.5% with a 3.3% SD. The spatial distribution across subjects of the mean and Gaussian curvature was also computed, showing a consistent relationship between the curvature pattern of the calcarine sulcus and the border of V1. More detail about both the average flattening distortion and the average curvature is presented in the Supplementary Material.

Subjects with Neurological Disease
Cortical thickness has been shown to decrease due to both AD (Frisoni 1996; De Leon et al. 1997; Jack et al. 1997) and HD (Holliday et al. 1998; Vonsattel and DiFiglia 1998; Rosas et al. 2005), but neither disease has been shown to affect the boundaries of cortical areas. To verify that the 3 hemispheres with previously diagnosed neurological disease did not influence the shape of V1, the statistics of the aspect ratio were computed while leaving out these 3 samples. The mean aspect ratio was unchanged, and the SD dropped by only about 10%, indicating that disease had little, if any, effect on the shape. Also, a 1-way, unbalanced ANOVA was conducted to test if the mean V1 aspect ratio was different between the group of neurologically normal and group of diseased brains. The null hypothesis that the means of these 2 groups were equal could not be rejected ($P = 0.89$). Due to the low number of subjects exhibiting neurological disease that were included in the subject pool, no conclusions regarding the effect of neurological disease on the shape of V1 can be drawn from these results. The above analysis is merely included to demonstrate that including the diseased individuals did not affect the results of the study, so these samples were left in the general pool of data, because omitting them did not change the quantitative conclusions.

Boundary Shape of Flattened Macaque V1
The shape of macaque V1 was computed for the computationally flattened and hand-flattened surfaces separately to determine if different flattening methods produced different V1 shape estimates. The mean and SD of the aspect ratio of computationally-flattened macaque V1 is $2.0 \pm 0.09$, whereas the aspect ratio of hand-flattened macaque V1 is $2.0 \pm 0.08$. An unbalanced, 1-way ANOVA shows that the null hypothesis that the means of the aspect ratios are the same when measured using different flattening methods cannot be rejected ($P = 0.46$). Because of the close agreement of V1 shape across flattening methods, all 13 flattened macaque V1 samples are pooled in all further analyses.

The V1 overlap for each pixel was computed just as it was for the human V1 data, and the resulting probability map is shown in Figure 4(A). A bar plot showing the average percent overlap $P_o(R)$ for different group sizes is shown in Figure 4B. The percent blurring $P_b$ for the 13 macaque V1 samples shown here is 15.4%. Qualitatively, the variability in the boundary shape of macaque V1 is low, and its shape is quite similar to that of human V1. Despite this apparent shape similarity, an unbalanced, 1-way ANOVA shows that the null hypothesis that the means of the aspect ratios between the species are the same is rejected ($P = 0.003$). Nevertheless, the difference in the means is less than 8%, which is small given the substantial differences in the extrinsic geometry between human and macaque.

**Figure 3.** (A) The probability map of each location in the coregistered hemispheres falling inside V1, with the color of the pixel representing the probability, as indicated by the color bar to the left. (B) The average percent overlap of V1 for different group sizes.

**Figure 4.** (A) Probability map of the 13 macaque V1 surfaces. (B) The average percent overlap of the flattened macaque V1 for various group sizes.
Discussion

In this work, we present computer-flattened surface representations of V1 derived from high-resolution structural MRI of ex vivo human occipital lobes and publicly available histological images of macaque cortex. Using these data along with published hand-flattened macaque V1 examples, we demonstrate that the intrinsic shape of V1 exhibits low variability in each species and that the shape between these species is qualitatively similar.

V1 Shape and Visual Function

The topographic map of the visual field in V1 determines the anatomical boundaries of V1 in both human and macaque because the boundaries coincide with the image of the vertical meridian and far periphery of the visual field. The nonlinear mapping of the visual field in V1 dictates that certain regions of visual space are overrepresented relative to other regions. The strong relationship between the structure and function of V1 shows that its geometric shape is closely tied to the representation of the visual field that it contains. The shape similarity demonstrated here suggests functional similarity in that the amount of neural resources devoted to processing different regions of the visual field is similar across individuals.

Measuring Variability

Several previous studies have addressed the intrinsic shape of V1 in species other than human (Van Essen et al. 1984; Tootell et al. 1988; Duffy et al. 1998; Bush and Allman 2004), but to date, there has been no quantitative study of the intrinsic, 2-dimensional shape in human. In addition, previous studies have reported considerable variability in the extrinsic geometry of human V1 (Stensaas et al. 1974; Rademacher et al. 1993; Roland et al. 1997; Amunts et al. 2000) as well as other cortical areas (Zilles et al. 1995; Amunts et al. 1999; Geyer et al. 1999; Morosan et al. 2001; Rademacher et al. 2001; Amunts et al. 2004, 2005; Uylings et al. 2005; Eickhoff et al. 2006), but these studies did not investigate the intrinsic geometry of the cortical surface and therefore report much larger variability in cortical geometry than the present study.

The overlap and blurring observed in this study indicate that there is much less variability in V1 than reported by Amunts et al. (2000) or Fischl et al. (1999). However, both these studies sought to generate a probabilistic atlas, providing a method for estimating the location of V1 based on features other than V1, and thus, their results are not directly comparable to the results of this study. Here, V1 was registered directly while preserving intrinsic geometry to determine the variability in its intrinsic shape. Because of the regularity of the intrinsic shape of V1 and the knowledge of its boundary, the average overlap of 78.8% and percent blurring of 25.0% for 10 hemispheres found in this study establishes a lower bound on population variability.

The results of this study raise the question of whether shape similarity is particular to V1 or if other cortical areas share this property. Determining if other topographically organized regions such as V2, V3, primary sensory, motor, and auditory areas exhibit shape similarity would help to determine if there is a relationship between topography and shape. Surface-based analyses similar to that performed in this study could be applied to other cortical areas using existing serial section data, in which laminar details are easily observable. Also, advances in high-resolution MRI of ex vivo hemispheres (Fatterpekar et al. 2002; Augustinack et al. 2005) in regions other than V1 have the potential to provide a method for examining laminar details of gray matter in intact hemispheres. Analysis of serial section and MRI data will allow questions about shape variability of other cortical areas to be addressed in the near future.

Similarity of V1 Shape in Macaque and Human

The macaque visual system is commonly used as a model for the human visual system in electrophysiological, histological, and functional imaging experiments. However, the extrinsic geometry of V1 in these 2 species is quite different, as shown in Figure 5. Nevertheless, recently it has been shown that the topographic map in V1, which determines the V1 boundary, is similar in the 2 species (Polimeni, Hinds, et al. 2006).

The wedge–dipole model of Balasubramanian et al. (2002) provides an accurate model of the full visuotopic map in macaque (Polimeni, Balasubramanian, et al. 2006) and has also been shown via functional MRI (fMRI) to fit the parafoveal structure of human V1 visuotopy (Polimeni et al. 2005). Such complex logarithm or “logmap” models of 2-dimensional cortical visuotopy have been shown to have properties advantageous for certain classes of computations on the visual input, and these properties have been exploited in space–variant computer vision applications such as image compression (Chaikin and Weiman 1980; Rojer and Schwartz 1990; Wallace et al. 1994), fast image segmentation via anisotropic diffusion (Fischl et al. 1998), navigation (Tistarelli and Sandini 1993; Wagner et al. 2005), and image deblurring (Bonmassar and Schwartz 1999).

The shape of V1 derived from the wedge–dipole model is roughly elliptical, but establishing a standard aspect ratio of V1 allows direct comparison of the anatomically and functionally determined standard shape of V1. Figure 6 shows the superposition of an ellipse of the mean aspect ratio determined in this study and the wedge–dipole model. V1 parameters were measured from electrophysiological experiments of full-field 2-dimensional V1 topography in the macaque (Polimeni, Balasubramanian, et al. 2006) and an fMRI measurement of the parafoveal visuotopic map in human (Polimeni et al. 2005). Recently, Adams et al. (2007) have also summarized human V1 shape in terms of an ellipse.

Excellent agreement between the boundary shape determined in this study with that predicted by the wedge–dipole visuotopic model provides independent validation of the model and also emphasizes the similarity in the shape of human and macaque V1. In addition, investigating V1 shape variability in other species could inform studies of variability in visual

![Figure 5. (A) A medial view of human V1 from hemisphere LH1. (B) A medial view of macaque V1 included in the CARET database (Van Essen et al. 2001). These 2 surfaces are not to scale.](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article-abstract/18/11/2586/291566)
representation both within and across species. For example, it has been shown that the shape of V1 is quite different between certain simian and prosimian primates (Rosa et al. 1997; Bush and Allman 2004). Investigating similarities and differences in visual representation between species with dissimilar V1 shapes could help establish the relationship between the development of the structure and function of V1.

**Intersubject Registration**

Previous studies reporting intersubject variability in V1 have relied on intersubject registration methods to align V1. Because these methods use cortical geometric features indirectly related to the location of V1 for alignment, previous reports confound variability in cortical geometry with V1 variability. However, regularity of the intrinsic shape of V1 allows a new interpretation of previous work for comparison of intersubject registration methods. Intersubject registration is commonly used in multisubject functional imaging experiments. Therefore, determining the most effective method is important for maximizing the benefit of intersubject averaging. Volume-based techniques for registration attempt to align the cortical geometry of a group of subjects with respect to a reference 3-dimensional stereotaxic coordinate system. Linear volume-based registration (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) uses linear transformations to warp brain images into the reference space. Amunts et al. (2000) used a linear volume-based registration technique to register cytoarchitectonically identified V1 in 10 brains, observing overlap of V1 for all subjects of 30 mm³, or 0.13%, indicating virtually no overlap.

In comparison, the high percent overlap and low percent blurring under the intrinsic shape-based registration technique used in this study indicates that volume-based intersubject registration methods fail to capture the regularity that does exist in the shape of human V1. This is due in part to the inability of volume-based methods to represent the intrinsic geometry of the cortical surface.

Surface-based registration methods (Drury et al. 1996; Sereno et al. 1996; Thompson and Toga 1996; Davatzikos 1997; Fischl et al. 1999) use an explicit representation of the cortical sheet and a coordinate system defined on it to accomplish intersubject registration. Accurate surface-based methods preserve the natural structure of the cortex and therefore have the potential to provide greater overlap of functional areas when intersubject comparison is performed.

To demonstrate the ability of surface-based registration to align cortical areas across subjects, Fischl et al. (1999) tested the resulting overlap in V1 delineated independently using functional data. Automated Spherical Warping results in a percent blurring in V1 of about 80%, which is a 7-fold improvement over linear volume-based registration. Using whole cortical reconstructions of some of the same hemispheres presented in this work, Hinds et al. (2008) showed that the location of anatomically delineated V1 can be predicted with high accuracy from the geometry of the primary folds. Because of the regularity in the intrinsic shape of human V1, surface-based registration methods are more successful at producing overlap of V1 than volume-based registration methods. This is a direct consequence of the ability of surface-based registration to represent the intrinsic geometry of the cortical sheet.

**Summary**

Because of the relationship between anatomical V1 and the topographic map that V1 contains, the low variability demonstrated here in the intrinsic shape of V1 indicates low variability in the representation of the boundary of the visual field. Combining this information with evidence that the topographic map in parafoveal regions of V1 is similar across individuals and between macaque and human (Polimeni, Hinds, et al. 2006) provides strong evidence that visual topography is similar both within and between these 2 species.

The principal result of this work is that V1 has a standard shape in both humans and macaques. Demonstrating this required separation of the intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of the cortical surface, which allowed the reconciliation of previously divergent views on the variance of V1 structure. The highly conserved intrinsic shape of V1 and, by implication, the highly conserved topographic map boundary features across macaque and human, together with the widely variant extrinsic shape of V1, must be accounted for by any theory that addresses the developmental rules that governing the geometric specification of V1.

**Supplementary Material**

Supplementary tables can be found at: http://www.cercor.oxfordjournals.org/.
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